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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be the finite symplectic group Sp(4, q), where q is a power of an 
odd prime p. In this paper we investigate the 2-modular representation 
theory of G. In particular, we partition the ordinary characters into blocks 
and determine the decomposition numbers of G, with some ambiguity in 
the decomposition matrix of the principal block. Some of the results on 
decomposition numbers were announced in [W2]. 
The 2-blocks of G are found to be in bijection with the conjugacy classes 
of semi-simple elements of odd order in the dual group G* = SO(5, q) of G 
(Theorem 2.3). This is essentially a special case of more general results of 
Broue and Michel [Br-Mi] and Brad [Br]. Other results on the 
classification of I-blocks of finite groups of Lie type, where I is not the 
defining characteristic of the group, have been obtained by Fong and 
Srinivasan [FSl, FS2, FS3]. 
The decomposition numbers are determined primarily by restricting 
characters to a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Once the decomposition matrices 
have been computed it is easily verified that if a block B corresponds to the 
semi-simple element s, then the decomposition matrix of B is the same as 
that of the principal block of C&s)* (Theorem 3.2). This suggests a 
possible “Jordan decomposition of decomposition numbers.” Similar results 
have been obtained by Hiss [H] for decomposition numbers of G,(q). 
*This paper is derived from my Ph. D. Thesis, written at Yale University under the 
direction of Professor Walter Feit, to whom I am grateful for his help and guidance. Research 
partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-8512904 and NSA Grant FED NSA 9048782006. 
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1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We denote by G the algebraic group Sp(4, F,), p an odd prime, and by 
F the Frobenius morphism so that GF= Sp(4, q), q a power of p. Let 
G* = SO(5, F,) be the dual of G and F* the dual Frobenius morphism, so 
G*F* = SO(5, q). Then let G = GF, G * = G*F*. 
We will generally consider G and G* as matrix groups; G is the group 
of 4 x 4 non-singular matrices X over F, preserving a non-degenerate alter- 
nating form. The order of G is q4(q4 - 1 )(q2 - 1) and the center of G is of 
order 2. An &-group of G is isomorphic to Qdt Z,, where Qd is a 
generalized quaternion group of order 2d-an &-group of S&(q). 
Denote by 2d the 2-part of q2 - 1, and write q - 1 = 2”m, q + 1 = 2”‘m’, 
where m, m’ are odd integers. Thus d > 3, n + n’ = d, and one of n or n’ is 
exactly 1. Let E = f 1 be such that q E E (mod 4), and let M = 1 + E. 
Let K denote a generator of the field of q4 elements, c= xy2 ~ ‘, 0 = ICY* + ‘, 
v]+-1, y=p+1. We will also use the same letters to denote fixed 
complex roots of unity of the same orders. The meaning will be clear from 
context. 
The ordinary characters of G were computed by Srinivasan [S], and we 
will use the notation of that paper for the conjugacy classes and characters 
of G. There is a bijection between the irreducible characters of G and 
conjugacy classes of pairs (s, 10, where s is a semi-simple lement of G* and 
,U is a unipotent character of C&S)* (Lusztig’s Jordan decomposition of 
characters, see [C, Section 12.91, for instance). In Appendix Al we provide 
a table relating the notation of [S] and the Jordan decomposition of 
characters. 
The indexing sets for conjugacy classes and characters are as in [S], but 
for our purposes we will need to be more explicit about the way R, and R, 
are chosen. Let T, = { 1, . . . . (q - 1)/2 - 1 }, T, = { 1, . . . . (q + 1)/2 - 1 } be 
exactly as in [S]. 
Let 
and define an equivalence relation N on R: by 
i-j-i= +jor +qj(modq2+1). 
This partitions Rf into (q2 - 1)/4 classes of 4 elements each, and all 
elements in a given class are of the same parity. Then R, is defined to be 
a complete set of equivalence class representatives. 
Let 
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and define an equivalence relation N on Rf by 
i-j-i= +jor fqj(modq’- 1). 
This partitions R; into (q - 1)2/4 classes of 4 elements each, and if 2d 
divides one element of a class then it divides all elements of that class. Then 
R, is defined to be a complete set of equivalence class representatives. 
We will also require certain subsets of these indexing sets defined as 
follows. Let T’, be the set of multiples of 2” in T,, T; the set of multiples 
of 2”’ in T,, R; the set of even integers in R,, and R; the set of multiples 
of 2d in R,. By the remarks above, these sets are well-defined. We 
have IT;I=(m-1)/2, IT;I=(m’-1)/2, IR;I=(q’-1)/8, and IR;l= 
(m - l)(m’ - 1)/4. Moreover, every integer not divisible by m, m’ will be 
congruent to f k modulo m, m’, respectively, for exactly one k in T; , T;, 
respectively. Every integer not divisible by (q2 + 1)/2 will be congruent to 
f k or +qk modulo (q2 + 1)/2 for exactly one k in R’, , and every integer 
which is not a multiple of m or m’ will be congruent to f k or 4qk modulo 
mm’ for exactly one k in R;. 
Finally, as we will be considering only representations in characteristic 2, 
unless otherwise noted all references to blocks, Brauer characters, etc., will 
mean in characteristic 2. We denote by F a finite extension of the 2-adic 
numbers Q2 containing all I G I th roots of unity, so F is a splitting field for 
G and all its subgroups. We denote by R the ring of integers in F and by 
rr a prime in R, so w = R/( rr) is a finite field of characteristic 2. If x E R, we 
denote by X its image in i?. By fixing once and for all a monomorphism of 
the algebraic numbers in F into the complex numbers, we will consider the 
character values of G to be in R. 
2. STATEMENTS OF RESULTS: BLOCKS AND THEIR INVARIANTS 
In this section we provide the distribution of the ordinary characters of 
G into blocks. We first define some sets of characters. 
DEFINITION 2.1. If q 3 1 (mod 4), we define 
b~(r)={~s(k,l):k~T2,1~T,,m~I,k=+r(modm’)}, I-E T;; 
&r(r)= {X3(k, /): k, 1~ T,, mll, k= fr(modm)}, YET;; 
& = fx,(k 0, x&L xs(kL 53(k), t;(k), L,(k), t&h L(k), 
G2(k): k 1~ T,, mlk ml/>. 
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If q z 3(mod 4), we define 
b;(r)={~~(k,1):k,Z~T*,m’(Z,kr fr(modm’)}, TE T;; 
b;,,(r)= {XJk, 1): kE T2, 1~ T,, m’lk, I- fr(modm)}, YET;; 
bb = bdkr 0, xs(kh x,(k), t,(k), G(k), 521(k), t,,(k), t;,(k), 
t;,(k) : k, 1 E T2, m’ 1 k, m’ 1 I}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We define (see also Table 2.1) 
b,(r)= {xl(j):j~R,,j= +ror fqr(mod(q2+ 1)/2)}, rER’,. 
b2(r)= {x2(j):jcR2,j= fror fqr(modmm’)}, reR;. 
b,(r,s)={~3(k,E):k,1~T,,k~fr(modm),lr+s(modm)}, 
r,seTi,r#s. 
b4(r, s) = {X4(k, I): k, 1~ T,, k= +r(mod m’), 1~ +s(mod m’)}, 
r,sET;,r#s. 
b,(r,s)={X,(k,l):kET,,ZET,,k= +r(modm’),l- fs(modm)}, 
rET;,sET;. 
Mr) = 
i 
x2(j), x4(k, I): je R2, ml j, j= +2r(mod m’), k, 1~ T,, 
’ x&), XAk) kr fr(modm’),f= +r(modm’) I 
re T;. 
bdr) = 
{ 
x2(j),X~(k,1):jER2,m’lj,j- f2r(modm),k,lET,,) 
xdk)r x&l k- +r(mod m), I- +r(mod m) IT 
rE T;. 
h(r) = K(r) u {tl(k), t;(k), 521(k), t22(k), G,(k), G2(k): ke T2, 
k = +r(mod m’)}, rE T;. 
Mr) = Mr) u {5,(k), G(k), b(k), L,(k), tll(kX 5k2(k): k E T, j 
kc fr(modm)), re T;. 
bo=bbu {lG, el, . . . . e13, G1, . . . . %> u {x2(j):jER2, mm’lj}. 
Note that some of the sets defined above may not exist, as T; , T;, or 
R; will be empty for some q. If, on the other hand, one of the sets exists, 
then it contains at least one character of each type listed, except in the case 
of b,: when d= 3, 6, contains no character of type x3 or x4. Note also that 
because X3(kr I) =x3(/, k) and similarly for x4, we consider b,(r, s) = b,(s, r) 
and b,(r, s) = b,(s, r). 
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We call the semi-simple class of G* corresponding to a character of G in 
the Jordan decomposition of characters (see Al), or an element of that 
class, the semi-simple label of the character. 
THEOREM 2.3. Two characters of G are in the same 2-block if and only 
if the 2’-parts of their semi-simple labels are conjugate in G*. In particular, 
the sets defined in 2.2 partition the ordinary characters of G into 2-blocks. 
Proof The result follows from the Jordan decomposition of blocks (see 
[Br]). Alternatively, it is straightforward to verify using the table of central 
characters in Appendix A2. (Note that some columns of the table denote 
the common central character of a set of characters of different types.) 1 
By 2.3 there is a natural bijection between blocks of G and conjugacy 
classes of semi-simple elements of odd order in G*. Accordingly, we will 
call the class corresponding to a block of G, or an element of that class, the 
semi-simple label of the block. 
We will require some additional notation for the next result. As before, 
Qd will denote a generalized quaternion group of order 2d; Dy will denote 
a quasi-dihedral group of order 2’ (I > 4), with presentation 
As usual, l(b), k(b), and kj(b) will denote the number of irreducible Brauer 
characters, ordinary irreducible characters, and ordinary characters of 
height i in a block b of G. 
THEOREM 2.4. If s is the semi-simple label of a block b of G, then a 
defect group of b is isomorphic to an S,-group of C,.(s)*. In particular, the 
defect groups of the blocks of G are as shown in Table 2.1, as are l(b), k(b), 
and ki(b). In addition, the principal block b0 satisfies k,(b,) = 3(2d-1 - 2), 
k,(b,) = (2d-2 - 1)(2d-3 - l), k,(b,) = 2d-’ - 2, kd+,(bo) = 2d-3, and 
k 2d- ,(hJ = 1. 
Proof: That the defect groups are as stated follows from [Br]. The 
values of k(b) and ki(b) can be obtained by simply counting characters in 
the sets in 2.2, and the values for l(b) follow from the list of basic sets in 
Appendix A3. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. The blocks of G with abelian defect group are precisely 
those in which every character has height 0. 
3. STATEMENTS OF RESULTS: DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS 
THEOREM 3.1. The decomposition matrices for the blocks of G are as 
follows, with E = + 1, q = .s(mod 4), c1= 1 + E: 
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b,(r): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
(q2- II2 XI 1 2 
M): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
44-1 x2 1 2d 
b,(r, s): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
(q2+ l)(q+ II2 x3 1 22” 
b,(r, s): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
(q2+ l)(q-- lj2 x4 1 pi 
b,(r, s): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
q4- 1 xs 1 2d 
Mr): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
(q2+ 1)(4- 1) 
s(q2+l)(q-1) 
44-1 
(q2+l)(q-l)2 
X6 
x7 
x2 
x4 
10 2”’ 
1 1 2”’ 
2 1 2d-I-y-1 
01 p-72”‘- 1) 
bdr): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
(q2+l)(q+l) 
dq2+ l)(q+ 1) 
q4- 1 
(q2+ l)(q+ lJ2 
X8 10 2” 
x9 1 1 2” 
x2 01 2d-I-2n-1 
x3 2 1 2*-‘(2”- 1) 
b,(r): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
(q2+ 1)(4-l) 51 1 0 0 2”’ 
(q2+ l)(q- 1?/2 5;2 0 1 0 2”’ 
(q2+l)(q-1)2/2 G1 0 0 1 2”’ 
(q4 - 1)/2 5 21 1 1 0 2”’ 
(q4 - 1 )I2 22 
4(q2+ lN4- 1) 
(s2 + 1 )(Q - l)(q + 8) 
I; 5; 
1 0 1 2”’ 
1 1 1 2”’ 
XsifE=l 
X4ifs= -1 
I al 1 2”‘(2d- 2 - 1) 
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b,,,(r): degrees chars. no. of chars. 
c4*+ ll(q+ 11 
(q’ - 1 )I2 
(q4- 1)/2 
(q2 + 1 + I(4 1 Y/2 
(q2 + 1 + I(4 1 Y/2 
4W+l)(q+ll 
(q2 + 1 I(4 + 1 I(4 + E) 
6,: degrees chars. ‘PO ‘PI (P2 ‘p3 (P4 ‘ps (P6 no. of chars. 
1 
(q2+ ll(q- 11/z 
W+1k7-1)/2 
dd + 1 I(4 - 1 Y2 
4(q2 + 1 x4 - 1 J/2 
(q2 + 1 I(9 + 1112 
(q2+1)(q+1Y2 
4kf + 1 I(4 + 1 Y2 
4w + 1)(4 + 1 P 
4w + 1 I 
q2(q2 +1 J/2 
q2(q2 + 1 J/2 
(q2 + 1 )I2 
(q2+ 1)/2 
q2(q2 - 1 Y-2 
q2(q2 - 1 Y2 
(q2 - 1112 
(q2 - 1 Y-2 
dq+ 1j2/2 
4(4 - 1 Y/2 
4(q2 + 1 l/2 
4(q2 + 1 J/2 
q4 
q4- 1 
w+1l(q+EY x3 x4 4a 1 1 21x 2a 
(4’ + 1 I(4 + &) x8 x6 2aOOl a 
4w + 1)(4 +6) x9 x7 2a 1 1 a+la 
w+ ll(q+&) 5, 5, 2a 0 0 a 1 
4(q2 + 1 I(4 + El 5; 5; 2rx 1 I OL a+1 
(9’ + 1)(4 +1 I(4 + &J/2 L L 2aO la 1 
(q’ + 1 I(9 + 1 I(9 + &)/2 t 42 52, 2a 1 0 a a+1 
kT2 +1 I(4 - 1 I(4 + &)/2 c-k, t;* 0 100 a 
(q2 +1 I(4 - 1 I(4 + &j/2 5k2 t;, 0 0 1 0 0 
1, I 0 0 0 
@I 0 0 00 
02 0 0 00 
03 0 100 
04 0 0 1 0 
@s 2 0 0 1 
06 2 0 0 1 
07 2 0 1 1 
@* 2 101 
09 2 0 0 1 
0, 1 0 1 1 
02 1101 
03 1000 
0, 1 0 0 0 
0, 0 100 
Q6 0 0 1 0 
Q, 0 0 00 
0s 0 0 00 
09 2 0 0 1 
0 IO 0 0 00 
0 II 1000 
0 12 1001 
0 13 11 11 
x2 0 112 
&=1&=-l 
-- 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
2u 
a 
a 
1 
a+1 
a+1 
1 
0 
a 
0 
1 
1 
x 
x 
0 
0 
x+1 
x+1 
1 
x 
x 
0 
0 
X+1 
x+1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2x+1 1 
2x 2d-3 
2(x+&) (2d-‘-l)(2”-‘-1) 
1 p-1 
2.x+& p-1 
I-& p-1 
2x+a p- 1 
x+1 p-1 
x+1 p-1 
X+E p-1 
X+E p- 1 
Here 0 < x < (q - 1)/2, and if q = 3(mod 4) hw X 2 1. 
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 appears in Section 5. 
The decomposition matrices above completely determine all irreducible 
Brauer characters except those labelled cpi and ‘pz in the principal block. In 
particular, every Brauer character except (p3, and possibly ‘pi and cpz, is 
liftable. The Brauer characters 40, and 40~ are conjugate under a diagonal 
outer automorphism, and their degree, dependent on X, is 
cp,(l)~cp2(1)~(4-1)2(yz+q~l-x)+l) 
2 
The Cartan invariants may be obtained immediately using the relation 
C= D’D, where D is the decomposition matrix and C the Cartan matrix. 
In particular, the Cartan invariant c,i corresponding to the principal 
Brauer character is 22n+3, that is, 32 if q E 3(mod 4) and 22df’ = I G I1 if 
q E 1 (mod 4) (hence is less than or equal to 1 G 1 2 in any case). 
Note that if G = Sp(4, 3) then the complete decomposition matrix is 
determined, as 1~ x < (q - 1)/2 = 1. In this case there are exactly two 
blocks, b, and one of type b,, all Brauer characters except q3 are liftable, 
and cp, = ti2, (p2 = (ii on the elements of odd order. 
The following theorem ties all our results together in terms of the Jordan 
decomposition of characters. 
THEOREM 3.2. There is a bijection B ++ s between the 2-blocks B of G and 
classes of semi-simple elements s of odd order in G*. If b is the principal block 
of C,,(s)*, then the defect groups of B and b are isomorphic, l(B) = l(b), 
k(B)= k(b), and ki(B)=ki(b) f or all i. Moreover, B and b have the same 
decomposition matrix and Cartan invariants, and if x E B corresponds to p E b 
then 
I G lp, 
de&d = , c,l(s)* ,p, deg(p). 
Proof: The first statement is Theorem 2.3. The second statement follows 
from Theorem 2.4 and the third statement. 
The equality of the decomposition matrices (and, hence, Cartan 
matrices) and the relation between character degrees is verified by compar- 
ing Theorem 3.1 with the decomposition matrices for the various C,.(s)*. 
Because b, t--* 1 E G*, C,.(s)* = G and the theorem is trivially true for b,. 
For blocks of types b,, b,, b,, b,, and b5, C,.(s)* is cyclic or a direct 
product of two cyclic groups, whose decomposition matrices are well 
known. 
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For the remaining blocks,,we have CG*(s)* as follows (see Appendix Al): 
B s c,*(s)* 
b(r) R?(r) 
b(r) X(r) 
bdr) CiYr) 
Mr) C?(r) 
U*(q) g G(q) x z,+ 1 
G-b(q) 2 SUq) ~1 Z,-~ 1 
S-b(q) x z, + I 
S&(q) x z, - I 
Using the decomposition matrix for the principal 2-block of I’S&(q) 
determined by Landrock [L] and the character table of &5,(q) in [D], we 
easily determine the decomposition matrix for the principal 2-block of 
X,(q), and thus for Z,(q) x Z,* 1. 
The decomposition matrices for U,(q) and CL,(q) can also be obtained 
from that of St,,(q). These groups contain subgroups Kr S,!,,(q) XI Zc4+ 1j,2 
of index 2, in which the Zcqf ,),* act as inner automorphisms. The decom- 
position matrix of K is then easy to compute. Using that matrix one can 
then verify that the decomposition matrix of the principal block of U,(q) 
or CL,(q) is the same as that of b,,(r), b,,(r), respectively. 1 
The first two statements of 3.2 are essentially a special case of Brout’s 
Jordan decomposition of blocks [Br]. More generally, one expects a bijec- 
tion Btt (s, 6) between blocks B of G and conjugacy classes of pairs (s, b), 
where s is a semi-simple lement of odd order in G* and b is a unipotent 
block of C,.(s)*. That is, in fact, the case here, as in each centralizer the 
principal block is the only unipotent block. Results analogous to the last 
statement of 3.2 were obtained for G,(q) by Hiss [H]. 
4. THE SYLOWP-SUBGROUP OF G AND ITS CHARACTERS 
The decomposition numbers of G will be determined via restrictions of 
characters to an S,-group of G. In this section we describe the S,-group 
and its characters. 
For a, A, p, /I E F,, denote 
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Then 
are subgroups of G. Moreover 
(a) -’ (A, p, B)(a) = (2, cr21b + 243 + p, cd + /q, (1) 
thus Q normalizes U, and U= U, x Q is an S,-group of G. The conjugacy 
classes of U and the classes of G in which they are contained are given 
in [S]. 
We will now determine the ordinary characters of U. If x E F,, let 
tr(x) = trFqlF,(x) = x + xp + . . + xP’-‘, 
where q =pr, be the usual trace function. Define a character o, of F: by 
w,(x) = 37 wm, 
and define w, by w,(x) = o ,(a~) for a, x E F,. Then 
{co,:a~F~} 
is the set of ordinary irreducible characters of F: (cf. [LN, 5.71). For 
a, b, c E F,, define oObC on U, by 
that is, wUbC =w, . wb. wC, so that 
{w,br :a, 6, c E F,} 
is the set of ordinary irreducible characters of UO. 
An element g of U acts on the set of characters of U,, by 
Denote by T(w,~,) the inertia group of wObr in U, i.e., the subgroup of U 
of elements fixing wObC. 
LEMMA 4.1. If b = c = 0 then T(w,~<) = U; otherwise T(w,,,.) = U,. 
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Proof: Let c1 E F,. Then, by Eqs. (1) and (2), 
wrb),. =w a+ca+h.=,b,2ba+c. 
Hence a E T(w,~~) if and only if CCI + bc12 =2bc( = 0. If b = c = 0, then this 
holds for all a, and T(w,~,) = U. If b # 0 or c # 0, this implies c( = 0, hence 
T(W,bc) = uo. I 
Because We is invariant under U, the function odO. od defined on U by 
is a character of U and is an extension of o& for all d E F,. We shall call 
wdo an extendible character. 
If b # 0 or c # 0 then T(o,~~) = Uo, so oabc is not extendible, but the 
induced character w,ubc is an irreducible character of U. Two characters of 
U, induce to the same character of U if and only if they are U-conjugate. 
We now have all the characters of U. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let J be a set of triples (a, b, c) of elements of F, such that 
{ oabC: (a, b, c) E J > is a complete set of representatives of U-conjugacy 
classes of non-extendible characters of U,. Then 
bdo .od: a, dEF,,} u {ozc: (a, 6, C)E J) 
is the set of irreducible characters of U. 
ProoJ: The result follows from standard Clifford theory. 1 
We do not compute the characters osc explicitly, because, if x is a 
character of G, in order to compute its scalar product with o& we can, by 
Frobenius reciprocity, restrict to U, and compute the scalar product with 
Oabc. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
We first introduce some notation and state without proof some well 
known results from representation theory which we will be using. The 
results may be found in [F]. 
Let {qj: j= 1, . . . . l(b)} be the set of Brauer characters in 6, and let 
{xi: i= 1, . . . . f(b)} be a set of ordinary characters whose restrictions to the 
2’-elements of G form a basic set for b. If x E b is an ordinary character, let 
x(j) denote the decomposition number of x relative to ‘pi. Each x(j) is a 
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non-negative integer. Since the elementary divisors of D are all 1, the sub- 
matrix D, = (xi”) of D has determinant f 1. 
The restriction of a Brauer character to a subgroup H of odd order is an 
ordinary character. If II/ is an ordinary irreducible character of H, then 
((X)HI ti)ff= 1 x(j)(((pJ-I”, $)m (1) 
j=l 
where (x)~, (cpi), are the restrictions of 1, ‘pi to H and (-, -)H denotes 
the usual scalar product. In particular, ((x)~, I++)~ and ((cp,),, $)” are 
non-negative integers. 
With notation as above, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 5.1, Suppose there is a set (ek: k= 1, . . . . r; r<<(b)} of 
irreducible characters of H and an ordinary irreducible character x0 E b 
satisfying 
(i) xp)> 1 for all j= 1, . . . . Z(b), 
(ii) ((x~)~, $k)H = 1 for all k = 1, . . . . r, 
(iii) if k, # k, then there is some ordinary character 0 E b with 
why ek,h z why tikzb. 
Then, after possible rearrangement, ((q,),, tik) = 6, and xCk) = ( (x)~, $k)H 
for j = 1, . . . . I( b) and k = 1, . . . . r for all x E b. 
Proof By Eq. (1) it follows from (i) and (ii) that each $k is a 
constituent of the restriction of exactly one Brauer character pjk, and with 
multiplicity 1. Thus ((cpi),, $k) = 6,,, and, by Eq. (1) 7 ((x),,, +k) = x’“’ for 
all x E b. 
If tik, and tik2 are different characters, from (iii) it follows that 
ecJkl) # e(jk2’, hence jk, # jk2, and $k, and $k2 are constituents in the restric- 
tions of different Brauer characters. Hence, after possible rearrangement, 
we can take j, = k for all k. 1 
It seems unlikely that the conditions in 5.1 would hold, but with H = U, 
an S,-group of G, they hold for each block, with r equal to Z(b) or f(b) - 1. 
This reduces the computation of decomposition numbers to the computa- 
tion of scalar products. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1: Blocks b,(r), b*(r), b,(r, s), b,(r, s), b,(r, s). If b is 
one of these blocks and is of defect I, then we have seen (2.4) that b 
contains 1 Brauer character and 2’ ordinary characters. Because the unique 
Cartan invariant is 2’ and C= D’D, every decomposition number must 
bel. 1 
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To prove Theorem 3.1 for other blocks, we will require information 
about restrictions of characters to U. We first observe that ail the relations 
between characters hown in Appendix A3 hold on U for any q. Indeed, all 
elements of U are contained in the classes A,, A,,, A,,, A,,, A32, A,,, A,,, 
and every character in a given indexed family has the same value on these 
classes, so the relations hold on U regardless of the index and hence the 
block. 
Multiplicities of certain characters of U in the restrictions to U of the 
characters of G in a basic set for b, are shown in Table 5.1. Multiplicities 
in restrictions of other characters can be obtained using this table and A3. 
In the table, p denotes the quadratic character of F,*, that is 
if x is a square 
otherwise. 
With oi as in Section 4, denote by G(p, wl) the Gaussian sum 
W, 0,) = 1 P(X) WI(X). 
XE F; 
By [LN, 5.153, G(p, u,)/& = f 1, with the sign depending only on q. We 
denote 
The values of the scalar products were computed entirely by hand, using 
various basic properties of Gaussian sums, in paticular 5.11, 5.12, 5.15, and 
5.30 of [LN]. Complete details of the calculations are given in [Wl ] and 
will not be repeated here. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. For each type of block, we will compute the 
decomposition numbers only for the characters in the basic sets found in 
A3. The remaining decomposition numbers follow easily using the relations 
in A3. 
A basic set for b, is { 1 G, e,, by elo, e,,, e,,}. Denote by (cpo, ‘Pi, . . . . (~~1 
the Brauer characters in 6,, with ‘pO the principal Brauer character. 
We first show that e\<’ > 1 for j = 0, . . . . 6. By A3, we have 
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If ~92 = 0 for some j, then @y) 2 0 implies ## = ec,i) = 0, and then @y’ 3 0 
implies t?(ii,, =0. Finally, 1:” 2 0 implies 1 g’ = fly) = @) = 0, and it follows 
that the decomposition matrix has a column of zeros, which is impossible. 
Let eo, ti,, . . . . ti5 be the characters of U which label the first six columns 
of Table 5.1. Then no two columns of scalar products with characters in the 
basic set are equal, 8 ‘,‘: > 1 for all j, and ((or,),, tik) = 1 for all k. Hence 
{* o, . . . . es> and e,, satisfy the conditions of Lemma 5.1, and the first six 
columns of Table 5.1 are the first six columns of decomposition numbers. 
In particular, 0%) = 0 for j = 0, . . . . 5, so expanding det D, along the row 
corresponding to 8,,, we have det D, = e’$’ . c, where c is an integer. Hence 
0(,6,) = 1 and, on the 2’-elements of G, (p6 = elO. Of course, we also have 
1 (6) = 0 because ‘pO = 1 G 
Let $=wl(bO, where:p(ab)= -1. Then ((~p,,)~,$)=((l,),,$)=O and 
(((P~)~, $) = ((e,,),, II/) = 1. Hence, for each character 8 in the basic set, 
w),, $) = i e(‘)((Vj)U, a+ e(6), 
j= 1 
We have ((e,),, +)=((e,),, $)=((e,,),, $)=O, therefore 0:6)=@‘)= 
t?$“,)= 0, and on the 2’-elements ‘pJ = 8,, - l,, (p4 = 8,, and cps = es. 
It remains to determine t3y) and e\“,). We first claim that ei”,) = 2B’p) + 1. 
The character table of G shows that if 6 is the diagonal outer 
automorphism of G (of order 2 modulo the inner automorphisms) then the 
character 8,,, is invariant under 6, hence (p6 is invariant under 6, while 
6: = t12. Hence e?= ey). Now A3 shows 
ecp) = e$6) = e(,6,) +ec,6,) _ eg) - ey) 
= e\“,) - 1 _ ey) 2 
hence 0 (1:) = 28 1”) + 1. 
The value of (?(,6) cannot be computed exactly via the methods used here. 
However, we can put bounds on 8, . (6) Using the information obtained 
above on ‘pi, j # 1,2, and the values of ec,i), j # 6, we have 
hence e$“) < (q - 1)/2. In case q E 3 (mod 4), we also have 
($5) = ,gy) - (@) + ei;) _ e\“,)) 
= ey) - 1 
hence 8@) 3 1. 1 
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As for 6,,, it follows from the relations in A3 that all decomposition um- 
bers for the characters X,(T), x&r), t;(r), and t;(r) in the blocks 6&y), 
b,,(r), b,(r), and b&r), respectively, are at least 1. 
For the blocks b,(r), let +, = o,~. oO, Ic/* = o& .ob with a(q) p( -a) = 
-1, and let 11/3=wcroo. b with a(q) p( -a) = 1. Then, using Table 5.1 and 
A3 to determine scalar products, we see that l;(r) and {$,, ILZ, ti3} satisfy 
the conditions of Lemma 5.1 and that the decomposition numbers are as 
claimed. A similar argument, with $I = wooo. oh, $* = uUoo. u6, where 
ah # 0, yields the decomposition matrix for b,,(r). 
For the blocks b,,,(r), let $I = oooo. oh, I+& = orroo. oh with o(q) p( -a) 
=l, and 1//3=o,oo. ob with a(q) p( -a) = - 1. Then Table 5.1 and A3 
show that 5; and ($2, $,} satisfy Lemma 5.1, and hence that ry)= 
(y)=(), (i;)= 1, t$)=O, and [ic2)= t;(3) = 1. That det Do = f 1 implies 
;;I”= 1, hence (t31u= (cp,lu. 
We also have scalar products ((43)u, til)= ((541)u, ICI,)= 
((5;)ut IcIl)=2, thus ((cP~)~~ $,)=2. Hence 
2 = ((G)u, $1) = r;“’ .2 + ((cp2)0., $1) + (((P3)m $11, 
and therefore r;“‘=l and (((P~)~, $1)=(((p3)U, el)=O. Hence 2= 
((t41)u, $,)=tk?.2, and (ii’= 1. 
A similar argument for b,,(r) with $I = o&. o0 and tiz = o,~. ob 
shows that x9(r) and {$*} satisfy Lemma 5.1, and that the decomposition 
numbers are as claimed. 1 
APPENDIX Al :JORDAN DECOMPOSITION OF CHARACTERS 
Table Al translates the notation of [S] for the characters of G into 
Lusztig’s Jordan decomposition of characters. Because G = Sp(4, F,) does 
not have connected center, in some cases C,.(s) is not connected. A 
character of a disconnected group will be called unipotent if its restriction 
to the connected component of the identity has a unipotent constituent. 
The degrees of the unipotent characters of the classical groups were deter- 
mined by Lusztig [Lu]. Notation is as in Section 1. 
The classes of semi-simple lements of odd order are A:, B:(j), Bf( j), 
B,*(k, I), B:(k, I), BT(k, l), B,*(k), B:(k), C:(k), and C:(k), as in the 
table, but with index sets T;, T;, R;, and R; in place of T1, T,, R,, and 
R,, respectively. 
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APPENDIX A3: CHARACTERS AS LINEAR COMBINATIONS OF BASIC SETS 
We give here basic sets for each block and the expressions of the restric- 
tions of ordinary characters of G to the 2’-elements as linear combinations 
of the basic sets. All characters of the same type in a given block have the 
same restriction, so we omit the indices for characters and blocks. These 
expressions and the linear independence of the basic sets can be verified 
trivially using the character table. 
be {x6, XT) b,,, 1x0 XP} 
x2=x6+x7 x2= -x0+x9 
x4= -xX6+x7 x3 = X8 +x9 
522 = <I + 5; - t21 542 = 53 + 5; - 541 
5;1= 5; - 521 5b,= 5; - 541 
5;2= -5,+r21 5h2 = - t;3 f 54, 
x5 = 5, + t; (4 = l(mod 4)) x3 = 5, + 5; (9 = l(mod 4)) 
x4= -5,+5; (q=3(mod4)) x5= -t,+&(q=3(mod4)) 
all q: 
x2= -2(16)-e,-e,-e,,+e,,+e,, 
e2 = -0, - e,o + e12 + e,, 
e,=1,+e, 
eq=lc+e8 
05 = -8, + e*x 
e6=e,+e,o-e,2 
e9 = 1, + e, + es + e,2 
ell=l.+e,+eg+e,O 
G1 = e, + e,o 
cfJ2=e*+e,, 
@,= -e,-epJ+e,, 
Q4 = 8, - e,2 
@,=l.+eg+e,* 
@e= lG+o,+e12 
a, = 1, + 8, + e, + e* + e,o 
a+ = 1, - 8, + e, + 6, + e,2 + 813 
CD9 = 1, + e, + es + ela + e,2 
q=s(mod4),s= +l,a=l+s: 
=2a(lG)+(2a-l)(~7+~8)+(2a-3)~I,+(2a-l)~12+~,3 
= (2a - 1) 1, + a(& + 0,) + Olo + O,, 
=e(l,+O, +&)+ (E- 1) OIo+aOI,+ O,, 
=a(1G)+tJ7+08+(1-~)0,0+aO12 
= a( 1, + e7 + e8) + &(eIO + e12) + e13 
=a(l.)+8,+~,+a~g+e,,+&e,2 
=a(lc)-8,+ae,+Bs+a8,2+8,, 
= -e,+Ee'+(&-l)e*O+el, 
= 8, + Eeg +Eel0 - e,2 
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